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My name is Vincent Kwao. A graduate of the Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology (KNUST), 
Kumasi in the Ashanti region of Ghana. I am an innovative, hardworking and adaptable graduate holding a First 
Class Honors BSc. Electrical/Electronic Engineering degree with experience in electronic systems design, printed 
circuit board design and fabrication, power system design and electrical wiring design. 

Educational Pathways International (EPI) has given hope to my previously dying dream of becoming a renowned 
Electrical/Electronics Engineer because of the support given me when it was most needed.  

I had a strong passion to pursue Electrical/Electronic Engineering because I believed that increased 
advancement in technology and electronics is helping shape and solve several problems of humanity and I 
wanted to acquire the knowledge necessary to join in this quest to solve problems especially of my country, 
Ghana, Africa and the world at large using knowledge of electrical and electronics engineering. 

I am hoping to use the knowledge acquired in electrical and electronics engineering to design systems that will 
automate manually tedious tasks that will improve productivity  

within various sectors of the nation. I am hoping that at the apex of my career, I will be able, with other key 
Engineers, to start a Ghanaian electronics industry that will put Ghana in the technology race and improve the 
general economy of the nation.  

Today I can say I have crossed the first milestone to my dreams because EPI was there as a pillar to lean on. 
Though there is still more ahead in reaching the point of expertise I desire, EPI has helped me cross the first 
milestone. 

For this reason I want to express my sincere gratitude to Educational Pathways International (EPI) for giving me 
a foundation to reach my dreams. The financial support was a relief to my mother and me. It gave me a singular 
focus on my academic work making me the best in my class. The coaching and guidance sessions that the 
Program Director took us through were a great mine of wisdom for my stay on campus and a preparation for my 
future career.  

Once again I want to say thank you to EPI. Long live EPI!!! 


